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A decomposition of a real function f of one variable is a system of closed sets 
A ,  and derivatives u, such that U N Z I  A ,  = R and f = u, on A,. It is known 
that Peano derivatives and approximate derivatives have decompositions. We 
extend the notion of decomposition to functions of m variables and prove m-di- 
mensional analogs of these results. We also show that the m-dimensional approxi- 
mate derivative is Baire 1. 0 1999 Academic Press 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] the authors introduced a class [A'] of real functions on R,  defined 
by f E [A'] if there is a system of closed sets A ,  and derivatives u, such 
that U>= A ,  = R and f = u, on A,. We call such a system a decompo- 
sition of f. FejziC [3] showed that every Peano derivative of a real function 
on R is in [A']. O'Malley [6] showed that the approximate derivative is 
in [A']. 
A natural extension of this notion of decomposition to several variables 
is given below. We then show that m-dimensional Peano derivatives and 
approximate derivatives have decompositions. As a consequence we ob- 
tain the result that these derivatives are ordinary derivatives on a dense 
open set. We also show that the m-dimensional approximate derivative is 
Baire 1. 
We say the m-tuple (gl , .  . . , g,) E A' if there is a differentiable func- 
tion F :  R" + R with F' = (gl , .  . . , g,). The m-tuple (gl,. . . , g,) E [A'] 
if there is a sequence of closed sets A ,  and differentiable functions 
F,: R"' + R with U>==, A ,  = R" and FA = (gl,.. . , g,) on A,. The 
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collection ( A N ,  Fb)g= is called a decomposition of (gl , .  . . , g,). Through- 
out this paper we consider real valued functions defined on a subset of 
R". For a vector h = (hl ,  h,, . . . , h,) E R", we define llhll = maxi{lhil). 
For a multi-index a = [ a l , .  . . , am],  we define I a1 = Ey! ai. By B, we 
mean an open ball of radius r centered at the origin under the 1 1 .  II norm. 
1. APPROXIMATE DERIVATIVES 
A function f :  R" + R is approximately differentiable at x if there are 
m numbers { f i ( x > } ~ ,  and a measurable set Ex having density 1 at 
(0, . . . , 0) so that 
Equivalently f ( x  + h)  = f ( x )  + Zy! ,h , f , (x)  + llhll. ~ , ( h )  where + 0 
as llhll + 0 and h E Ex. From this we see that if f is approximately 
differentiable on R" (and thus approximately continuous on R") then the 
function ex is also approximately continuous and hence measurable for 
each x .  
Our calculations here are based on writing f ( y  + h)  two ways and then 
equating the two formulas. First we have f ( y  + h)  = f ( y )  + zy! lh ,  f i ( y )  
+ llhll* ey(h). Second we write f ( y  + h)  = f ( y  - x + h + x )  = f ( x )  + 
Ey= l(yi  - xi + h i ) f i ( x )  + IIy - x + hll. eX(y  - x + h). Equating these two 
versions yields 
DEFINITION 1. Fix h > 0 and 1 > p > and for each y let A ( y )  = 
{h E E l I~~(h)l IA} and let A ,  = {yllf,(y)l I N for 1 I i I m and 
m ( A ( y j  n B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  2 p m ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  for all o < MI < $1. 
I f f :  R" + R is approximately differentiable then f lxN is 
ordinary differentiable for each N.  
THEOREM 1. 
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Fix N. We first consider x E AN fixed and consider y € A N  Prooj 
with y + x. Let h E A(y) .  By Eq. (2) we have 
f ( Y )  -f(.) - X = l ( Y i  - x ; ) f i ( x )  
IIY --I1 
E?= 1 hjfi( y )  + E?= 1 hJ;( x) + llhll * EY( h )  
+lly - x + h l l . € , ( y - x + h )  
Ily -XI1 
I 
It suffices to show that we can pick h E A ( y )  converging to (0,. . . , 0)  such 
that y - x + h E Ex and - + 0. For n an arbitrary integer greater 
than 2, pick 6 < $ so that the relative measure of Ex is more than 
1 - 2"/2n" in any ball around (0,. . . , 0 )  of radius less that 6. For 
d = IIy - xII < 9 let Y = 5 < 6. Then the ball around y of radius :Y is 
completely contained in the ball around x of radius Y as pictured below. 
We then have 
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f (  2 , )  - f (  x )  - cy= 1( z,i - x ; ) f , (  x )  
llz, - X I 1  
Since i r  < $, m(A(y)  n > im(B(z,,)r) and we can pick h E A(y) 
fIB(z,,,)r with y - x + h E Ex. Finally, < :r* = n-2 which can 
be made arbitrarily small. 
It remains to show that a similar calculation can be done for y E&, 
and y + x E A,. This argument is most easily done using sequence 
notation. To that end, let {y,} be a sequence in approaching x E AN. 
We may assume that {y,} c&\A,. We pick a second sequence {z,} in 
A ,  so that lly, - z,ll I lly, - x I I ,  
2 
f ( z J  -f(Y,) - Z=l(Z,i -Y,J.t(Yd 
lly, - z,l n 
llz, - XI1 
lly, -XI1 
and 
fen> -f(Yn) - C?=lG,i -Y,JfdY,) 
Ily, - 2,Il + I  IlY, - 41 lly, - X I 1  
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Since U>= A ,  = R", by the Baire Category Theorem there is an N so 
that A contains a relative subinterval of P. Thus we can find an open ball N -  
so that J n P is a perfect subset of P contained in &. For x, y E J n P 
we have 
m 
f ( ~ )  - f ( x )  = C (Yi - x i ) f i ( x )  + I I Y  - x l l e x ( ~  
i =  1 
where eX(y - x) +. 0 as y +. x through & by Theorem 1. Combining this 
with Eq. (2) we obtain 
m 
C h i ( f , ( Y )  -fi<.>) = r X Y , h ) ,  ( 3 )  
i =  1 
where U y ,  h)  = Ily - x + hll - eX(y - x + h)  - llhll . ey(h) - Ily - xllex 
( y  - x). Fix such an x. Pick S < $ so that rn(A(x) n Bllhll) 2 prn(Bllhll) 
for all 0 < llhll < 8. We first use Cramer's Rule to estimate the size of 
Ifi(y) - f,(x)l for y E J n A ,  with d = IIy - xII < f and sufficiently close 
to x so that ~ , ( y  -x) < A. We may assume that the balls S, and S, of 
radius 3d about x and y ,  respectively, are completely contained in J .  For 
1 I i I rn we place a ball pi c S, n S, of radius $ centered at 
( y l , .  . . , y,- 1 ,  y ,  + d + %, y , ,  l , .  . . , y,). The volume of each pi is then 
dmzm. 
By our choice of 6 and p we have rn(A(x) n l?3d) 2 (1 - [z"/(2 * 
accounts for more than half the measure of each pi. The same is true for 
6")])m(B3,) = (1 - [ ~ " / ( 2  * 6")])6"d" = 6"d" - idmZm SO x + A(x)  
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y + A(y). Thus we can pick hk E A(y) with y + hk E p k  and y - x + hk 
E 4 x 1  for 1 I k I m. Form the system of m equations 
The coefficient matrix for this system is 
Since each y + hk E p k  we have d I lhtl I d + dz and lhfl I $ for 
k Z i. This gives Idet(A)l 2 d" - ( m ! -  l)(d + d ~ ) " - ~ ( + ) ~  = dm(l - 
(m! - 1)(1 + Z ) " - 2 ( Z 2 / 4 ) )  2 d m / 2  by our choice of 2. Let Ai be the 
matrix obtained by replacing the ith column of A with 
Then det(Ai) I m! max{lr(y, hk)l}(d + dz)"-' I m!(3dh + 2dh + dh)(d 
+ Liz)"-' = m!6h(l + z)"-'d" I m!6h2"-'dm. Cramer's Rule then gives 
Thus llfLp(y) - fL,(~>ll 4 m!6h2" = m!6(~/24m!2")2" = $. 
Now consider y E J n P with Ily - xII < S. By the argument above we 
can pick y' E A ,  sufficiently close to y so that Ifi(y) - f,(y')l I and 
lly' - xII < 8. Therefore Ifi(y) - fi(x>l I Ifi(y> - fi(y')l + If,(y') - f,(x>l 
I 7. Hence Ilf&Jy) - f&Jx)ll I 7 for all y E J n P in a neighborhood 
of x so the oscillation of f;,lp at x is less than w ,  a contradiction. I 
2. PEANO DERIVATIVES IN SEVERAL VARIABLES 
We say that a function f ,  defined in a neighborhood of a point x, is 
n-times Peano differentiable if there is a set of numbers {f,(x>}, 1 I I a1 I 
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n,  such that 
where fro,. . . , ol = f .  Equivalently 
where EJh) + 0 as llhll + 0. 
For n = 1 the Peano and ordinary derivatives are the same. In the rest 
of this paper n is a fixed integer greater than one. It is easy to check that if 
f is n-times Peano differentiable at a point x, then the functions f a ( x )  are 
well defined, and each is called a Peano derivative of f of order ( a ( .  It is 
also easy to verify that if f is n-times Peano differentiable at x it is also 
k-times Peano differentiable for 1 I k < n. 
We will need the following three lemmas in the proof of our main result. 
LEMMA 3. For s E N we have 
i f i = 0 , 1 ,  ..., s -  1 ,  
if i = s ,  
j = O  + l ) !  if i = s  + 1. 
We omit the easy inductive proof. 
Let D J u ,  h )  = Cf=o(- l ) k - j ( r ) f ( ~  + jh)  be an order k forward differ- 
ence of f at u. 
LEMMA 4. I f f  is n-times Peano differentiable at a point u then 
300 
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we get 
n-  1 l ) n - l - j (  12 J 1 )  
j =  0 
= C ( -  
+ ncl ( - 1) n -  -j( J ) II jh I l n  . eu( jh)  . 
j = O  
Rearranging the triple sum in (6 )  we get 
which, by Lemma 3, has all terms zero except possibly the last two 
corresponding to i = n - 1 and i = n,  respectively. I 
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LEMMA 5. I f f  is n-times Peano differentiable at a point x then 
0,- 1(u, h )  
Prooj Expanding as we did in the proof of Lemma 4 we get 
Rearranging the triple sum above we get 
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When the inner product is expanded and then summed over j = 0, .  . . , n 
- 1 all terms will be 0, by Lemma 3, except when Cy= l p l  = n - 1 and 
C;l= lp, = n. Observe that C;"!lp, = n occurs exactly when each p l  = a, 
and la1 = n. This contributes 
by Lemma 3. Now I?! p ,  = n - 1 can occur two ways. One is when each 
p ,  = al and I a I = n - 1. Similar to the calculation above, this produces, 
again by Lemma 3, 
The second way Cy! p ,  = n - 1 occurs is when I a I = n and the p l  and a, 
agree except for one value of 1 for which a, - p l  = 1. This produces the 
sum 
and finishes the proof of the Lemma. I 
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Most of our calculations are based on equating the two versions of 
0, - l(u, h )  from Lemmas 4 and 5 which yields 
+ ( - 1 )  "- -'( J ) IIu - x + jhll" . ex( u - x + j h )  . (9) 
j =  1 
Using a' = ( a l , .  .. , 
tion can be rewritten as 
a; + 1,  . . , a,) the left side of this equa- 
For reference and calculation purposes we make the following substitu- 
tions. Let { p,},",, be the (m +," - ') indices a with IaI = n - 1 put in 
lexicographic order [ n  - 1,0,0,. . . , O ] ,  [n  - 2,1,0,. . . , O ] , .  . . , [0, . . . ,0 ,  n - 
11 and let 
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n h,"i ... E1(u,  h )  = - 
+ncl(-l)"-l-'(n j =  1 J l ) l l jhl l"~e,( jh) ,  
n h,"i ... E,( X ,  h )  = - 
2 
and 
After dividing both sides of (9) by IIu - xII, with the new notation we get 
DEFINITION 2. Let A ,  = {u E R"I lEl(u, h)l I Nllhll" for all 0 < llhll 
I hl. 
THEOREM 6 .  For each positive integer N ,  A ,  is closed and for all x E A ,  
we have lim, ~ ,, A ,  I'&, X )  = 0 for 1 I KI M. 
Remark. In the proof it will be convenient to bound the error function 
E J U )  by an increasing function 8,: R f +  R+ such that I E J V ) ~  I S,(llull~ 
and S,(llvll) approaches 0 as llvll + 0. Since E,(u) + 0 as llull + 0 one can 
easily construct such a function. Note that for llhll I IIu - xII and 0 I j I 
n - 1 we have I E , ( u  - x + jh)l I S,(nllu - xll). 
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Prooj Let x E 2,. We first show that each &(u, x) is bounded as 
u E A ,  approaches x. Let q1 > ... > q, be primes and define M vectors 
h[k1 by h[k] ,  = qfllu - xII for 1 I i I m, 0 I k I M - 1. Dividing (11) by 
IIu - xIIn- generates a system of M equations 
where 
For IIu - xII I (l /Nq?-')  we have llh[k]ll I $ and IIu - x + jh[k]ll I 
IIu - xllnqlM-') I %, 0 I j I n - 1. Then by the definition of A ,  and 
S,, IR,(u, I Nq;"''-l' + ( n  - 1)/2Cl,l=,(,I,.~,,m)q,k*l * * *  qzmIf,(~)I 
+ 2"-'nnq;(M-')S,(5). Thus the R, are uniformly bounded for u suffi- 
ciently close to x and 0 I k I M - 1. The coefficient matrix for this 
system, thinking of (PK,,;,;,\K,m)rK(u, x), 1 I K I M ,  as the unknowns, is 
the Vandermonde matrix { K . K } ,  where K . K  = q f P K . 1  ... q k P K . m ,  0 I i I M 
- 1, 1 I K I M. Since K # L implies qP.1 ... q 2 . m  - qp".' q 5 . m  # 0 
the determinant A of { y , K }  will be nonzero. By Cramer's Rule, each 
( P K . I , . . . .  n -  1 PK.m )rK(u, x) is a polynomial in the R, divided by A and is thus 
bounded as desired. 
Next we show that lim, ~ ,, , A ,  Tl(u, x) = 0. We can assume that 
S,(nllu - xll) I 1. Let h,  = IIu - xll(S,(nllu - xll>>'/" and h,  = * * .  = h, 
= 0. Dividing (11) by hl- '  we get 
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which goes to 0 as IIu - xII approaches 0. 
show that lim, + x, , A ,  r k ( u ,  x) = 0. Let 
Now suppose lim,+x, rK(u, x) = 0 for 1 I K I k - 1. We will 
Note that lim, + x, , A ,  z (u )  = 0 by assumption, so we can assume that 
z (u )  < 1 for all u.  Let j be such that p k  = [O, . . . , 0, p k ,  j ,  P k ,  j +  ,, . . . I, that 
is, pk ,T  = 0 for 1 I T < j .  In the lexicographic ordering pK,T = 0 and 
pK, 5 pk, for K > k and 1 5 T < j .  
Let F K -   (hP.1 .-. h$.m)/(hpk.i ... h2. i )  and divide (11) by hpk.i -.. 
h,pk,j. Isolating r k  we obtain 
For 1 = 1,2, .  . . , m let h, = IIu - X ~ ~ ( Z ( U > ) ~ - ( ~ / ~ ~ ' ) .  Then h ,  > h,  > ... > 
h,. For K > k ,  let J 2j be the first coordinate in which pK # &, J .  
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Since the hi decrease, it is easy to see that 
Therefore in this case each F K  approaches 0, so the terms with K > k in 
the sum in (12) will approach 0 as u + x. For 1 I K < k we have 
Hence the terms with K < k in the sum in (12) will also approach 0 by our 
choice of z. 
The error terms in (12) are bounded as follows. The term 
The next term 
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Last. 
Hence 
as u + x by our choice of z. 
llhll < 5 .  From (11) we have 
It remains to show that each A ,  is closed. Let x E A, and fix h with 
From the results above, if u E A ,  and u --f x, 
while 
IE,(u, h)l I Nllhll". 
Since E2(x, h )  + E,(u, x, h)  + E,(x, h), it follows that IE,(x, h)l I Nllhll". 
Thus x E A,. This finishes the proof of the theorem. I 
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3. DECOMPOSITION 
As immediate consequences of Theorems 1 and 6 we have the following. 
COROLLARY 7. I f f :  R" + R is approximately differentiable then there is 
is ordinary a sequence of sets {A,} such that UR=l&= R" and f 
differentiable . 
COROLLARY 8. I f f :  R" +. R is n-times Peano differentiable then there is 
a sequence of closed sets {A,} such that U",=, AN = R" and for each 
la1 < n we have f , l A ,  differentiable with partials the appropriate order 
I a I + 1 Peano derivatives off. 
Using these corollaries and the Baire Category Theorem we obtain this 
theorem. The parenthetical result was first proved by N. M. Isakov [5]. 
I f f :  R" + R is approximately differentiable (n-times Peano 
differentiable) then there is a dense open set on which f is ordinary differen- 
tiable (n-times ordinary differentiable). 
We state here the extension theorem in [ l l  followed by a needed result 
from [4]. 
THEOREM 10. Let H be a closed subset of R" and let f :  H +. R be 
differentiable on H. Then there is an F :  R" +. R that is differentiable on R" 
such that F and its partials agree with f and its partials on H if and only if the 
partials off are Baire 1. 
THEOREM 9.
THEOREM 11. I f f :  R" +. R is n-times Peano differentiable, then all nth 
order Peano derivatives are Baire 1. 
Last, we obtain the desired decomposition results. 
THEOREM 12. 
Prooj 
I f f :  R" +. R is approximately differentiable then f&, E [A']. 
Let AN be as in Corollary 7. By Theorem 2 f i p  is Baire 1. 
Therefore, by Theorem 10 there is a differentiable extension, FN,  of f 
The collection (AN, FL)G= is a decomposition of fi,. 
la1 = n - 1 we have the m-tuple <f , l , .  . . , f a - )  E [A']. 
Fix a with la1 = n - 1 and let A ,  be as in Corollary 8. By 
Theorem 11 the partials of f, are Baire 1. Therefore, by Theorem 10 there 
is a differentiable extension, FN, of f a l A N .  The collection (A, ,  FA);= =, is a 
decomposition of ( f , l ,  . . . , fa-). 
THEOREM 13. If f :  R" +. R is n-times Peano differentiable then for 
Prooj 
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